CHÂTEAU MONTVIEL
POMEROL

TERROIR 10.1 hectares, located on the whole appelation composed of 27 plots made up of

clayey gravel including those close to Chateau Clinet with iron deposits in the subsoil. The set of
these terroirs make of Montviel and La Rose Montviel are typical wines for the Pomerol
appellation

GRAPE VARIETY PROPORTIONS 20 % of Cabernet Franc that brings roundness,
suppleness and fruit, 80 % of Merlot that gives finesse, body and fruit. Age of vines : 30 years on average.
VINEYARD WORK Manual leaf thinning as well as green harvesting when necessary and
when the grape bunches are detangled. All are part of a constant concern for perfection. After a
carefully hand-picked harvest in 12kg cartons, there follows a double sorting.

VINIFICATION Château MONTVIEL: Montviel is now concentrated on 5 hectares, the
whole plots is micro-vinified at Château Le Gay and benefit from the experience of the Vignobles
Péré Vergé. The best plots are located close to Château Clinet, Grangeneuve, Rouget, Feytit
Clinet.
Château LA ROSE MONTVIEL: The cellar at Château Montviel allows for a traditional vinification
in small temperature controlled stainless steel vats. The alcoholic fermentation is undertaken in
vats during the first month of vinification ; oak barrels will house the wine for 15 months for the
malo-lactic fermentation and barrel ageing.
PRODUCTION Château MONTVIEL 21,000 bottles (based on a yield of 35 HL/Ha).
Château LA ROSE MONTVIEL. 26,000 bottles (based on a yield of 35 HL/Ha).

DIRECTOR & COMMUNICATIONS Henri PARENT OENOLOGISTS Michel ROLLAND Marcelo PELLERITI
VINEYARD MANAGEMENT Vincent BERNARD SALES Mathieu DEPERCENAIRE
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